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The Spriggs laboratory has been focused on proteins present on the ovarian
cancer cell surface and how those proteins regulate function in health and
cancer. In particular, we are interested in MUC16 and Galectin 3. Our studies
over the past several years have provided insights into the function of MUC16.
It is now apparent that the MUC16 regulates functions like cancer growth
and spreads through changes in the structure of sugars (glycosylation) on the
surface of cancer cells. This regulation requires interaction with specialized
sugar binding proteins called Galectins, which are key components of the tumor
microenvironment. We are actively developing new antibodies against MUC16
and Galectin 3 for diagnosis, imaging and treatments. Our work has shown that
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antibodies which inhibit these cell – cell interactions can slow tumor growth and
block the spread of cancer cells locally and inhibit the spread to new organs.
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Anti-MUC16 biology
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MUC16 is an example N-glycosylation - rich molecule which can regulate the cellular location
and signal transduction mediated by TK receptors like EGFr or adhesion molecules (integrins)
through Galectin 3 mediated interactions.
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